Doss Switch Mount Housing

This ignition key switch housing is intended to
be welded to your frame.
62344
Fits custom applications
Note: Must use CC #12286 ignition switch.

Teardrop Tool Boxes

Our popular chrome reproductions of the
Original Equipment ‘teardrop’ tool box used
from 40-59 are available in two different versions, with your choice of the old-style lock or
a more modern, conventional tumbler lock for
improved security.
26457
Tool box with conventional tumbler
lock
Colony Tool Box Mounting Kit
36183
A complete hardware kit for mounting
the tool box on models from 36-61.

Use these holes if ignition
switch is behind oil tank.
Excess may be removed.

Tool Box Mounting Bracket

Mounts a teardrop-shaped tool box (CC
#26469) to the rear passenger peg block on the
left side. Fits 4-speed Big Twins (except Softail
models) from 77-86. The stock passenger pegs
may be turned upside down or relocated to
the bottom stock stud as on earlier models.
26525
Bracket only

651275

Steering Column Lock

651276

Frames

26528

14

This little item can solve a lot of big problems.
Secure your bike with a steering column lock.
In Europe, it is a must to match TÜV approval
and getting insurance for a custom made bike.
86519
Steering column lock with two keys
686321 Weld-on lock housing

651278

26527

Early Style Tool Boxes by Paughco
Reproductions of the original early model tool
boxes. Available in a smooth or ribbed version
and in a chrome or black finish.  Made in the
U.S.A.
Chrome
651275 Chrome, Smooth early style tool box
Black
651276
651278

Black, Smooth early style tool box
Black, Ribbed early style tool box

Tool Box Mounting Brackets

Original-style weld-on mounting brackets to
mount CC reproduction tool boxes on vintage
models. This bracket will work on stock as well
as most custom rigid frames.
26527
37-52 bracket. Mounts either the
square or teardrop (CC #26469) tool
box
26528
53-57 bracket. Mounts the teardrop
shape (CC #26469) tool box only

Steering Lock by SCS
682450

14.20

Steering lock, complete short (12mm)

